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let’s talk about money

Google spends 4 B $ on data centers every quarter

They still make 12 B $ every quarter
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... the biggest lie on the internet

... do all these corporates act illegally ?

... the biggest lie we all tell will using the Internet is ...

... I have read the license agreements and I agree ...
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it is all about advertising

... finally this is all about adverting
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security and privacy in health



privacy

∙ Privacy is viewed as a key governing principle of the
patient–physician relationship

∙ Patients are required to share information with their physicians
to facilitate correct diagnosis and treatment, and to avoid
adverse drug interactions

∙ However, patients may refuse to divulge important information
in cases of health problems such as psychiatric behaviour and
HIV, as their disclosure may lead to social stigma and
discrimination
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significant personal information

Over time, a patient’s medical record accumulates significant
personal information including :

∙ identification
∙ history of medical diagnosis
∙ digital renderings of medical images
∙ treatments
∙ medication history
∙ dietary habits
∙ sexual preference
∙ genetic information
∙ psychological profiles
∙ employment history
∙ income
∙ physicians’ subjective assessments of personality and mental
state
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healthcare information flow
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privacy threats

Privacy threats broadly categorised into two areas:

∙ Organisational threats that arise from inappropriate access of
patient data by either internal agents abusing their privileges or
external agents exploiting a vulnerability of the information
systems

∙ Systemic threats that arise from an agent in the information
flow chain exploiting the disclosed data beyond its intended use
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organisational threats

∙ Organisational threats could be characterised by four
components: motives, resources, accessibility and technical
capability

∙ Depending on these components, different threats may pose
different levels of risk to an organisation requiring different
mitigation and prevention strategies

∙ The motives behind these threats could be economic or
non-economic

∙ These attackers may have resources ranging from modest
financial backing and computing skills to a well-funded
infrastructure

∙ Moreover, with the growing underground cyber economy, an
individual possessing adequate financial resources and with the
intent to acquire data may be able to buy the services of
sophisticated hackers to breach healthcare data
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levels of organizational threats

∙ Accidental disclosure: Healthcare personnel unintentionally
disclose patient information to others (e.g., e-mail message sent
to wrong address or inadvertent web-posting of sensitive data)

∙ Insider curiosity: An insider with data-access privilege pries
upon a patient’s records out of curiosity or for their own
purpose

∙ Data breach by insider: Insiders access patient information and
transmit it to outsiders for profit or revenge

∙ Data breach by outsider with physical intrusion: An outsider
enters the physical facility either by coercion or forced entry
and gains access to the system.

∙ Unauthorised intrusion of network system: An outsider,
including former employees, patients, or hackers, intrudes into
an organisation’s network from the outside to gain access to
patient information or render the system inoperable
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systemic threats

∙ A major threat to patient privacy occurs, not from outside of the
information flow chain, but from insiders who are legally
privileged to access patient information

∙ For example, insurance firms may deny life insurance to patients
based on their medical conditions, or an employer having
access to employees’ medical records may deny promotion or
terminate employment

∙ Patients or payer organisations may incur financial losses from
fraud including upcoding of diagnoses or for rendering
medically unnecessary services
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healthcare consumers’ privacy concern



patients point of view

∙ First, patients strongly believe that their information should be
shared only with people involved in their care

∙ Second, patients do identify with the need of information
sharing among physicians, though HIV patients are less likely to
approve sharing of their health information

∙ Third, many patients who agree to information sharing among
physicians reject the notion of releasing information to third
parties, including employers and family members

∙ Lastly, the majority of patients who have undergone genetic
testing believe that patients should bear the responsibility of
revealing test results to other at-risk family members
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stats

∙ A survey found that about 28–35% of patients are neutral to
their health information – such as age, gender, ethnicity, reason
for treatment, medical history, personal habits impacting health,
type of treatment obtained, side effects of treatment – being
used by physicians for other purpose

∙ Only about 5–21% of patients, however, expected to be asked
for permission to use their information by their physicians

∙ Similarly, only about 10% of the patients expected to be asked
for permission if their doctors used their health information
for a wide variety of purposes, including combining data with
other patients’ data to provide better information to future
patients, sharing treatment outcomes with other physicians,
teaching medical professionals and writing research articles
about diseases and treatments
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stats

∙ Another study investigated the divergence of perception among
patients towards different types of personal health record
systems (in an increasing order of technological advancement),
including paper-based, personal-computer-based, memory
devices, portal and networked PHR

∙ The study found that patients’ relative perception of privacy
and security concern increased with the level of technology,
e.g., relative security and privacy concern for networked PHR is
twice that of memory-device-based PHR

∙ However, technologically advanced PHR systems were found to
be favoured by highly educated patients
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health bank

∙ The healthcare sector is experiencing a tectonic shift in
enablement of healthcare services through internet and mobile
technologies such as remote health monitoring, online
consultation, e-prescription, e-clinical trials, patient information
access and asset tracking among others

∙ Recent advances in web technology have enabled new
approaches to patient information management such as
Banking on Health or Health Bank

∙ The notion of a health bank is a platform for storage and
exchange of patient health records patterned after a personal
banking system where consumers could deposit and withdraw
information(Microsoft‘s Health Vault is an example)

∙ However, such web-enabled and mobile-based services open up
a whole gamut of security risks compounding the privacy
problem
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circle of trust

∙ A common platform for privacy and security in e-health is
needed to establish a Circle of Trust (CoT) for cooperating
enterprises such as hospitals, pharmacies, labs, and insurers
thereby enabling them to offer web-based services to patients

∙ In this framework, personally identifiable information is
managed by a designated Identity Provider who provides
pseudonymous identities of patients for transactions among
partners

∙ Further, an audit service, provided by an independent
organisation, logs all transactional requests made by members
of CoT, thus enabling:

∙ a privacy officer or regulatory agency to validate privacy
compliance or investigate allegations of privacy breaches

∙ individual patients to verify how their data is being used and
challenge data accuracy
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risks in authorised data disclosure



data release

∙ In the health-care sector, it is often necessary to share data
across organisational boundaries to support the larger interests
of multiple stakeholders as well as agencies involved with
public health

∙ However, the release of patient data could entail personally
identifying information as well sensitive information that may
violate privacy as well cause socio-economic repercussions for
patients

∙ Yet such data, when masked for identifying and sensitive
information, must maintain the analytic properties to assure
statistical inferences, especially when released for
epidemiological research
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disclosure risk and information loss

∙ In protecting the confidentiality of patients, the data owners
must satisfy two opposing objectives: namely the privacy of
individuals and usability of released data

∙ These two objectives are generally referred to as disclosure risk
and information loss

∙ An emergent body of research focusing on the development of
data disclosure methods, and evaluation of such methods,
employs a variety of measures for disclosure risk and
information loss
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measurement of information loss

∙ Disclosure of patient information for research purpose requires
that the disclosed data remains consistent with respect to its
statistical properties to minimise information

∙ The measurement of information loss, however, depends on
potential usages of released data, which is difficult to
anticipate at the time of disclosure

∙ For example, some disclosure control methods may alter the
multivariate covariance structure of attributes necessary for
conducting multivariate regression analyses, while keeping the
univariate properties intact
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anthem data breach: an example



the facts

∙ On December 10, 2014, someone compromised a database
owned by Anthem Inc., USA second largest health insurer

∙ The compromise wasn’t discovered until January 27, 2015, after a
database administrator discovered his credentials being used to
run a questionable query – a query he didn’t initiate

∙ Two days later (January 29), Anthem alerted authorities and that
their internal investigation determined the incident was in fact
a data breach

∙ On February 4, 2015, the company disclosed the breach to the
public
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statement

Anthem President and CEO, Joseph R. Swedish, said in a statement

”Anthem was the target of a very sophisticated external cyber
attack. These attackers gained unauthorized access to Anthem’s IT
system and have obtained personal information from our current
and former members. Those responsible for the attack were able to
obtain personal information from our current and former members
such as their names, birthdays, medical IDs/social security
numbers, street addresses, email addresses and employment
information, including income data.”
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the facts

∙ The scope of the breach is not fully understood, but there’s a
good chance that a majority of the 80 million records contained
in the compromised database were exposed

∙ According to company metrics, one in nine Americans have
medical coverage through one of Anthem’s affiliated plans.

∙ Anthem uses TeraData for data warehousing, which is a robust
platform that’s able to work with a number of enterprise
applications and has a number of solid security controls
available to customers

∙ In the aftermath of the breach at Anthem, experts have
speculated on whether the data in the database was encrypted
at the time the attackers compromised it

∙ The problem is that protection goes by the wayside once an
attacker compromises an administrator’s credentials

∙ So even if the data was encrypted, it didn’t matter once the
attacker(s) had total control over the database
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phising

∙ Anthem later confirmed that not only did the incident start last
December, but the company also confirmed that five tech
employees had their credentials compromised

∙ So while the attackers could have used Java, Windows, or Adobe
vulnerabilities, the fastest way to obtain credentials is to ask for
them, which is exactly what Phishing does in most cases

∙ Between Google, LinkedIn, Facebook, and various posts across
the Web, it wouldn’t take long to develop an email scheme that
would eventually lead someone within Anthem’s technology
group to reveal their credentials.
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persistent threats

∙ But the difference between a passive attack that uses Phishing
and what happened at Anthem is persistence.

∙ Based on Anthem’s defenses, it’s possible that they attacker(s)
tried to compromise the database earlier in 2014, but were
thwarted

∙ However, they kept at it and eventually succeeded. Generic
attacks play the numbers game, hoping to get victims on volume

∙ Focused attacks have a small number of targets, and keep
taking shots until they get a hit.

∙ While it’s possible that legacy systems are in use on the
network, or perhaps Anthem was behind on patches or other
maintenance, it does not matter once the credentials have
been compromised
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technical counter measures

∙ It will be interesting to discover of what exactly the DBA’s
credentials consisted

∙ If they were simply a username and a password, shame on
Anthem

∙ Such systems need two-factor authentication
∙ In that case, two-factor authentication might have prevented, or
at least made an attack such as the one at Anthem difficult

∙ But what if the attack was sophisticated enough to capture and
maintain a valid authenticated session token in real-time, even
with two-factor authentication in place?

∙ Again, technical controls will only go so far
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human element of security

∙ Once the humans are exploited, those controls are next to
useless

∙ Behavioral controls and monitoring can help flag a
compromised human element, but it isn’t an exact science

∙ For example, technology didn’t detect the Anthem breach, a
human who was paying attention did

∙ Self-awareness among the staff is a serious bonus to any
information security program
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